
THESIS EDITING RATES PER PAGE

For the editing of academic manuscripts, the per-word editing rates range from to 13 cents per word (roughly $ to $ per
page.

You just enter your word count and you can see what each editor will charge for that size document assuming
it is of average standard for editing. Those who offer academic editing at discounted rates are often but not
always doing a second-rate job. The Editex fees assume standard editing and average writing quality and are
provided as a guide. With the full manuscript your editor can review the paper for any structural problems that
could impact your cost, and the ultimate success of your paper. Please inquire. But anyone who is stressed out
dealing with complicated formatting requirements and referencing styles, getting tenses right, and achieving
the correct academic tone, will benefit from some quality editing. PricingT How We Charge for Our
Academic Editing Services We do not charge a flat fee for editing a paper but customize our pricing to fit each
specific paper. You might have to email or call every editor on the list, and still not find the one you want!
With this sample edit, you can see what sort of edit the editor will provide. How do you sort through it all and
find the right editor? Therefore, you must send us your complete paper so that the editor can do a diagnostic
edit the sample edit to determine the cost of editing your paper and look over the whole paper. Your search for
the perfect editor starts here. Rush Jobs Once you confirm that you want us to proceed with your project, for
jobs under 10, words, we usually guarantee that the edited paper will be returned in 5 to 6 days. We do reserve
the right to refuse to do a sample edit if we do not think we can edit your full paper. As you can see there are
many ways that fees are calculated. Please read our Testimonials to appreciate the value of choosing our
academic editing services. Within 48 hours of receiving your complete text, we will return our no-obligation
sample edit and price quote for editing the rest of the document. Dwolla is our preferred payment method. The
per word cost of your edit usually falls into one of the following categories: Light edit copy edit : 3. But with
Editex it can all be done in a few minutes! So it is tough to get enough distance from your essay, thesis or
journal article to carry out thorough proofreading and review. From the BLOG. If you are presented with a list
of editors by your university there is no way for you to easily: Compare the fees between the different editors
Compare the qualifications and editing ability of the editors Find which editors are familiar with your field.
Per-Word Rates Several factors affect the cost of editing your paper. Editex editors offer a wide range of
pricing depending on their level of academic achievement, years of experience, and skill as an editor â€” as
well as their personal preference and circumstances. Is editing worth it? We can also provide you with a fixed
quote for formatting jobs. The actual fee that you pay will depend on your exact requirements, and should be
negotiated with your chosen editor once they have a full understanding of your editing needs: does your
document need heavy or light editing? The most common methods for charging are: Charge per hour usually
quoted after seeing the document Charge per page usually assuming a certain number of words per page Flat
rate charge per word or per 1, words By reference to a table of prices for various word count ranges By use of
an online fee calculator which accepts a word count or sometimes number of pages Editex uses a website
calculator which displays the fee for most editors based on the word count you enter. In addition to the number
of words, we look at the extent of editing required, quantifying the edits based on the amount of grammatical
or wording problems in the lines. This enables you to find the best fit for your editing needs and budget. The
editor who will edit your paper will provide you with a sample edit for a manuscript longer than 5, words,
words; for a manuscript less than 5, words, 10 percent of the full text , which we use as the basis of your
quote. Knowing the full size of the paper also helps us to identify an editor who can complete your job within
your requested time frame. We find that Microsoft Word offers the best vehicle for tracking changes and
commenting. If you are a student or academic from a non-English speaking background your work will
achieve better marks or have greater academic impact if it it presented with perfect English. All changes are
tracked in a different font color so that you can readily find them.


